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We develop the elastically collective nonlinear Langevin equation theory of bulk relaxation of glass-
forming liquids to investigate molecular mobility under compression conditions. The applied pressure
restricts more molecular motion and therefore significantly slows-down the molecular dynamics when
increasing the pressure. We quantitatively determine the temperature and pressure dependence of
the structural relaxation time. To validate our model, dielectric spectroscopy experiments for three
rigid and non-polymeric supramolecules are carried out at ambient and elevated pressures. The
numerical results quantitatively agree with experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Investigating molecular dynamics of glass-forming liq-
uids is one of the most intriguing topics. It has been
experimentally established that the structural relaxation
time (τα) reflecting the time scale for liquid structure re-
organization systematically deviates from the simple Ar-
rhenius behaviour during cooling process on approach-
ing to the glass transition temperature, Tg, defined by
τα(Tg) = 100 s [1, 2]. The non-Arrhenius depen-
dence of the structural relaxation time, τα has univer-
sal character because it has been observed for different
groups of glass-forming liquids (van der Waals and as-
sociated liquids, polymers, ionic liquids, molten metals,
etc). However, degree of deviation of τα form the Ar-
rhenius law at Tg is material dependent and is charac-
terized by means of fragility or steepness index, m =
[∂ log10 τα/∂(Tg/T )]T=Tg

. Consequently, the parameter

m was used to introduce the strong versus fragile liq-
uid classification scheme. According to this classifica-
tion strong liquids reveal temperature evolution of struc-
tural relaxation time less deviating from the Arrhenius
behaviour than fragile ones.

Much efforts have been spent in the last decades to
formulate satisfactory models being able to capture and
explain all experimentally observed features of structural
dynamics of glass forming liquids. One of such suc-
cessful approaches is the Elastically Collective Nonlin-
ear Langevin Equation (ECNLE) theory of bulk relax-
ation [3–9]. In this theory, a single molecular motion
is considered as a consequence of its interactions with
the nearest neighbours and molecular cooperativity out-
side the cage of neighbouring molecules. The treatment
leads to two strongly-related but distinct barriers cor-
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responding to local and elastically collective dynamics.
Plugging these two barriers into the Kramer’s theory
gives the structural alpha relaxation times. To determine
the temperature dependence of the structural relaxation
times, Mirigian and Schweizer have used a thermal map-
ping, which is based on an equality between hard-sphere-
fluid and experimental isothermal compressibility. From
this, the ENCLE theory has successfully described the
alpha relaxation event of polymers [3, 7], and thermal
liquids [4–6] over 14 decades in time. However, amor-
phous drugs and many materials have no experimental
data for the thermal mapping. It is impossible to com-
pare ECNLE calculations with experiments. Recently,
Phan and his coworkers [8–10] proposed another density-
to-temperature conversion based on the thermal expan-
sion process to handle this issue.

The rapid cooling of liquid to obtain the glass is not
the only way. Alternative method to vitrify it is squeez-
ing (compression) [11, 12]. Therefore, by changing the
hydrostatic pressure of liquid one can also control its
molecular dynamics [11, 12]. Compression brings about
increase in the molecular packing, in consequence, lead-
ing to increase of the structural relaxation time. Numer-
ous experimental results [11, 12] show that the pressure
counterpart of the Arrhenius law:

τα = τ0 exp

(
P∆V

kBT

)
, (1)

derived based on transition state theory fails to grasp
pressure dependence of τα, where ∆V is activation vol-
ume, P is the pressure, and kB is Boltzmann constant.
The experimentally measured relaxation times are found
to change with pressure much faster than predicted by
Eq. (1) [12–16]. It indicates that the activation volume
is not constant but in general increases with increasing
pressure on approaching to glassy state. An extension
of ECNLE theory [6] was introduced in 2014 to under-
stand compression effects on the glass transition. Au-
thors used Schweizer’s the thermal mapping associated
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with the compressibility data measured at different pres-
sures. However, theoretical predictions are more sensi-
tive to pressure than experiments. Thus, it is crucial to
propose a better model to determine quantitatively the
pressure-dependent structural dynamics.

The main goal of this paper is to develop the ECNLE
theory in a new approach to describe the pressure depen-
dence of τα. To validate our development, we implement
new dielectric spectroscopy measurements on three dif-
ferent rigid and non-polymeric supramolecules at a wide
range of pressures and temperatures. Then, theoretical
calculations are quantitatively compared to experimental
results. Theoretical limitations are clearly discussed.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Formulation

To theoretically investigate the structural relaxation
time of amorphous materials, these materials are de-
scribed as a fluid of disconnected spheres (a hard-sphere
fluid) and we formulate calculations for activation events
of a single particle. The hard-sphere fluid is character-
ized by a particle diameter, d, and the number of par-
ticles per volume, ρ. According to the ECNLE theory
[3–9, 17, 18], the dynamic free energy quantifying inter-
actions of an arbitrary tagged particle with its nearest
neighbors at temperature T is

Fdyn(r)

kBT
=

∫ ∞
0

dq
q2d3 [S(q)− 1]

2

12πΦ [1 + S(q)]
exp

[
−q

2r2(S(q) + 1)

6S(q)

]
− 3 ln

r

d
, (2)

where Φ = ρπd3/6 is the volume fraction, S(q) is the
static structure factor, q is the wavevector, r is the dis-
placement of the particle. The dynamic free energy is
constructed without considering effects of rotational mo-
tions. We use the Percus-Yevick (PY) integral equation
theory [19] for a hard-sphere fluid to calculate S(q). The
PY theory defines S(q) via the direct correlation function
C(q) = [S(q)− 1] /ρS(q). The Fourier transform of C(q)
is [19]

C(r) = − (1 + 2Φ)2

(1− Φ)4
+

6Φ(1 + Φ/2)2

(1− Φ)4
r

d

− Φ(1 + 2Φ)2

2(1− Φ)4

( r
d

)3
for r ≤ d (3)

C(r) = 0 for r > d. (4)

The free energy profile gives us important information
for local dynamics. For Φ ≤ 0.43, Fdyn(r) monotoni-
cally decreases with increasing r and particles are not
localized [17–19]. In denser systems (Φ > 0.43), one ob-
serves the dynamical arrest of particles within a particle
cage formed by its neighbors occurs and a free-energy

barrier emerges as shown in Fig. 1. We determine the
particle cage radius, rcage, as a position of the first min-
imum in the radial distribution function, g(r). The lo-
calization length (rL) and the barrier position (rB) are
the local minimum and maximum of the dynamic free
energy. The separation distance between these two posi-
tions, ∆r = rB−rL, is a jump distance. The local energy-
barrier height is calculated by FB = Fdyn(rB)−Fdyn(rL).

Compression effects modify motion of a single particle.
Motion of a particle is governed by both nearest-neighbor
interparticle interactions and applied pressure. Under a
high pressure condition, when a particle is displaced by
a small distance (r � d), the applied pressure acts on a
volume ∆V (r) ≈ d2r and causes the mechanical work. In
addition, the free volume and the molecular volume are
reduced with compression. For simplification purposes,
we suppose that the volume fraction is insensitive to pres-
sure. Thus, we propose a new and simple expression for
the dynamic free energy

Fdyn(r)

kBT
≈
∫ ∞
0

dq
q2d3 [S(q)− 1]

2

12πΦ [1 + S(q)]
exp

[
−q

2r2(S(q) + 1)

6S(q)

]
− 3 ln

r

d
+

P

kBT/d3
r

d
. (5)

The diffusion of a particle through its cage is decided
by rearrangement of particles in the first shell. The reor-
ganization process slightly expands the particle cage and
excites collective motions of other particles in surround-
ing medium by propagating outward radially a harmonic
displacement field u(r). By using Lifshitz’s continuum
mechanics analysis [20], the distortion field in a bulk sys-
tem is analytically found to be

u(r) =
∆reffr

2
cage

r2
, r ≥ rcage, (6)

where ∆reff is the cage expansion amplitude [4, 5], which
is

∆reff =
3

r3cage

[
r2cage∆r

2

32
− rcage∆r

3

192
+

∆r4

3072

]
. (7)

Since ∆reff is relatively small, particles beyond the first
coordination is supposed to be harmonically oscillated
with a spring constant at K0 =

∣∣∂2Fdyn(r)/∂r2
∣∣
r=rL

.

Thus, the oscillation energy of the oscillator at a distance
r is K0u

2(r)/2. By associating with the fact that the
number of particles at a distance between r and r + dr
is ρg(r)4πr2dr, we can calculate the elastic energies of
cooperative particles outside the cage to determine effects
of their collective motions. The elastic barrier, Fe, is

Fe = 4πρ

∫ ∞
rcage

drr2g(r)K0
u2(r)

2
. (8)

For r ≥ rcage, g(r) ≈ 1. The calculations allow us to
determine contributions of nearest-neighbor interactions
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and collective rearrangement to the activated relaxation
of a particle.

Due to chemical and biological complexities, confor-
mational configuration, and chain connectivity, local and
non-local dynamics is non-universally coupled. In our
recent work [9], an adjustable parameter ac is intro-
duced to scale the collective elastic barrier as Fe → acFe.
The treatment has simultaneously provided quantita-
tively good agreements between theory and experiment in
both the dynamic fragility and temperature dependence
of structural relaxation time for 22 amorphous drugs and
polymers [9]. According to Kramer’s theory, the struc-
tural (alpha) relaxation time defined by the mean time
for a particle to diffuse from its particle cage is

τα
τs

= 1 +
2π√
K0KB

kBT

d2
exp

(
FB + acFe

kBT

)
, (9)

where KB=
∣∣∂2Fdyn(r)/∂r2

∣∣
r=rB

is absolute curvatures

at the barrier position and τs is a short time scale of
relaxation. The explicit expression of τs is [4, 5]

τs = g2(d)τE

[
1 +

1

36πΦ

∫ ∞
0

dq
q2(S(q)− 1)2

S(q) + b(q)

]
, (10)

where τE is the Enskog time scale, b(q) =
1/ [1− j0(q) + 2j2(q)], and jn(x) is the spherical Bessel
function of order n. In various works [3–5, 8, 9] of ther-
mal liquids, polymers and amorphous drugs, τE ≈ 10−13

s.
To compare our hard-sphere calculations with ex-

periment, a density-to-temperature conversion (thermal
mapping) is required. The initial thermal mapping pro-
posed by Schweizer [6] is

SHS0 (Φ) =
(1− Φ)4

(1 + 2Φ)2
≡ Sexp0 (T, P ), (11)

where S0 is the isothermal compressibility. Clearly, this
mapping requires experimental equation-of-state (EOS)
data. The superscripts HS and exp correspond to hard
sphere and experiment, respectively. Although this map-
ping has successfully provided both qualitative and quan-
titative descriptions for τα(T ) for 17 polymers and ther-
mal liquids [3–7], the EOS data is unknown for our three
polymers presented in next sections.

Thus, we employ another thermal mapping [8–10] con-
structed from the thermal expansion process of materials.
During a heating process, the number of molecules re-
mains unchanged while the volume of material increases
linearly. This analysis leads to ρ ≈ ρ0 [1− β (T − T0)] [8–
10]. Here β is the volume thermal expansion coefficient,
and ρ0 and T0 are the initial number density and tem-
perature, respectively. From this, we can convert from a
volume fraction to temperature of experimental material
via

T ≈ T0 −
Φ− Φ0

βΦ0
. (12)

For most organic materials and amorphous drugs (22 ma-
terials) [8–10], β ≈ 12× 10−4 K−1. This value is consis-
tent with Schweizer’s the original mapping [3]. Φ0 ≈ 0.5
is the characteristic volume fraction estimated in our
prior works [8–10]. The parameter T0 captures material-
specific details such as molar mass and particle size. This
density-to-temperature conversion has been used in the
cooperative-string model for supercooled dynamics [21].
In our calculations, the parameters T0 and ac are tuned to
obtain the best quantitative agreement between theoret-
ical and experimental temperature dependence of struc-
tural relaxation times.

B. Ultra-local limit

Figure 1 shows an example dynamic free energy for
Φ = 0.57 at different pressures in unit of kBT/d

3 and
defines key length and energy scales. The localization
length is nearly insensitive to compression. Meanwhile,
the barrier position increases and the local barrier height
is raised with increasing the applied pressure. The result
implies that the compression induces more constraint to
the local dynamics of the tagged particle.

When the local barrier is beyond a few kBT , much in-
sight for key length scales of the dynamic free energy has
been gained using the approximate ”ultra-local” analytic
analysis. In the ultra-local limit, since rL/d � 1, high
wavevectors are dominant in calculations of Fdyn(r). We
can ignore the wavevector integral below a cutoff qc, and

exploit C(q) = −4πd3g(d)
cos(qd)

(qd)2
in the exact PY theory

for q ≥ qc [19, 22, 23] and S(q) ≈ 1.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Dynamic free energy as a function of
reduced particle displacement for a hard sphere fluid of pack-
ing fraction Φ = 0.57 at several pressures in unit of kBT/d

3.
The inset shows a growth of the barrier height with Φ at
p = 0, 1, and 2 kBT/d

3.

Combining the analytical expression of C(q) and
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S(q) ≈ 1 with [∂Fdyn(r)/∂r]r=rL = 0 gives a self-
consistent equation for the localization length and barrier
position

9d2

r2L,B
− 3P

kBT/d3
d

rL,B
≈ 24Φg2(d)

π

∫ ∞
qc

dqe−q
2r2L,B/3

≈ 12Φg2(d)

π

√
3πd

rL,B
erfc

(
qcrL,B√

3

)
.

(13)

Now, since qcrL/
√

3� 1, one obtains

rL ≡ rL(P ) =
rL(P = 0)

1 +

√
π

3

P

kBT/d3
1

4g2(d)Φ

, (14)

where rL(P = 0) =

√
3πd

4g2(d)Φ
is the localization length

at P = 0 or ambient pressure [22, 23]. Equation (14)
quantitatively reveals how the external pressure restricts
molecular motions. The localization length is reduced

with increasing the compression. In addition, the Percus-
Yevick (PY) theory for the contact number [19] gives

g(d) =
(1 + Φ/2)

(1− Φ)2
. Thus, 4πg2(d)Φ ≈ 110 for Φ = 0.57 is

much larger than the considered values of P/(kBT/d
3).

This finding explains why rL(P ) is nearly unchanged as
seen in Fig. 1.

When qcrB/
√

3 is sufficiently large, one can use

erfc(x) ≈ e−x
2

/(
√
πx) to approximate rB in Eq. (13)

and then obtain

P

kBT/d3
rB
d
≈ 3− 12Φg2(d)

πqcd
exp

(
−q

2
cr

2
B

3

)
. (15)

The analytic form in Eq. (15) qualitatively indicates an
increase of rB with increasing pressure as observed in
Fig. 1. Since prior works [22, 23] shows very poor quan-
titative accuracy of Eq. (15) compared to the numerical
predictions at ambient pressure (P ≈ 0), the deviation is
expected to be large at elevated pressures. Thus, we do
not show the corresponding curves.

The local barrier height FB in the ultra-local limit [22,
23] can be analytically calculated as

FB
kBT

= −3 ln
rB
rL
− 12Φg2(d)

πd

∫ ∞
qc

dq

q2

[
e−q

2r2B/3 − e−q
2r2L/3

]
= −3 ln

rB
rL

+
12Φg2(d)√

πqcd

[
qcrB√

3
erfc

(
qcrB√

3

)
+
e−q

2r2L/3 − e−q2r2B/3√
π

]
. (16)

Clearly, the growth of rB with pressure is faster than
that of ln(rB) and it leads to the pressure-induced rise of
FB . At a given compression condition, we find that FB

increases linearly with Φg2(d) =
Φ(1 + Φ/2)2

(1− Φ)4
. Thus, FB

grows with Φ. The findings are consistent with numerical
results shown in the inset of Fig. 1. This analysis also
reveals that adding the pressure term to the dynamic free
energy as written in Eq. (5) exhibits the same manner
as using Eq. (2) for hard-sphere fluids at higher effective
volume fractions.

In addition, based on analysis in prior works [22, 23],
one can also perform an the dynamic shear modulus in
the ultra-local limit as

G(P ) =
9ΦkBT

5πdr2L(P )

=
9ΦkBT

5πdr2L(P = 0)

(
1 +

P
√
π/3

kBT/d3
1

4g2(d)Φ

)2

= G(P = 0)

(
1 +

P
√
π/3

kBT/d3
1

4g2(d)Φ

)2

. (17)

Equation (17) shows that G(P ) hardly changes with the
applied pressure.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Materials

The experiments were performed on three rigid and
non-polymeric supramolecules. Two of the tested sam-
ples are planar, linear, and their chemical structure
(shown in Figure 2) differs only in the end of the group
(the diphenylamine-fluorene moiety is the same). In the
material referred to M67 has the metoxy -OCH3 group
is the end, while in sample named M68 the end of the
group is the -CF3 moiety. The third material, enti-
tled M71, enclose other motif (i.e. carbazole-carbazole
group) than M67 and M68, which lead to deflection of
the chemical structure. All of tested samples were syn-
thesized by Sonogashira coupling reaction between 4-
iodoanisole (M67) or 4-iodobenzotrifluoride (M68 and
M71) and ethynyl derivative of diphenylamine-fluorene
motif (M67 and M68) or ethynyl derivative of carbazole-
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carbazole moiety. The obtained compounds were puri-
fied by column chromatography, giving 99 % purity of
the samples.

FIG. 2: (Color online) Chemical structures of tested com-
pounds.

B. Dielectric spectroscopy at ambient pressure

The isobaric dielectric measurements at ambient pres-
sure were carried out using Novo-Control GmbH alpha
impedance analyzer in the frequency range from 10−2

to 106 Hz at various temperature conditions (329-353 K
for M67, 326-371 K for M68, and for M71 320-386 K).
The temperature was controlled by Quatro temperature
controller using a nitrogen gas cryostat with temperature
stability better than 0.1 K. The tested sample was placed
between two stainless steel electrodes of a capacitor (20
mm diameter) with a fixed gap between electrodes (0.1
mm) provided by fused silica spacer fibers. The dielec-
tric measurements of M67 and M68 were performed after
the vitrification by fast cooling from melting point (430,
and 425 K, respectively), while M71 was measured during
slow cooling from 386 K.

C. Dielectric spectroscopy at elevated pressure

The isothermal dielectric measurements at elevated
pressure were performed utilizing a high-pressure sys-
tem with an MP5 micropump (Unipress) and an alpha
impedance analyzer (Novocontrol GmbH). The pressure
was controlled with an accuracy better than 1 MPa by
an automatic pressure pump, the silicone oil was used
as a pressure-transmitting fluid. The sample cell was
the same as used during the measurements at ambient
pressure (15 mm diameter of the capacitor, 0.1 distance
between electrodes provided by Teflon spacer). To avoid
contact between sample and pressure-transmitting fluid,
the capacitor was placed in a Teflon ring and addition-
ally wrapped by the Teflon tape. The temperature was
controlled by Weiss Umwelttechnik GmbH fridge with
the precision better than 0.1 K. The measurements were
performed at 347 K (5-45 MPa) for M67, 338 K (0.1 to
28 MPa) for M68 and 338 K (0.1 to 28 MPa) for M71.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Representative dielectric spectra measured for M71
above the glass transition temperature are presented in

Fig. 3. As can be seen, the structural relaxation pro-
cess and dc-conductivity (on the low-frequency flank of
the α-process) move towards lower frequencies with de-
creasing temperature (or with squeezing at isothermal
condition). From analysis of the dielectric loss peak we
obtained the relaxation time, τα, using the following def-
inition: τα = 1/2πfmax , where fmax is the maximum
frequency of the structural relaxation peak. The log τα
as a function of (i) inverse of temperature is presented in
Fig. 4, while (ii) log τα as a function of P/Pg is depicted
in Fig 5.

FIG. 3: (Color online) The dielectric loss spectra of M71 mea-
sured above glass transition temperature at ambient pressure.

Figure 4 shows theoretical and experimental log10 τα of
M67, M68, and M71 under atmospheric pressure (P ≈ 0)
as a function of 1000/T . We use Eqs. (9), (10), and (12)
to calculate the temperature dependence of τα. To ob-
tain the quantitatively good accordance, we use T0 = 465
K and ac = 4 for M67, T0 = 499 K and ac = 1 for M68,
and T0 = 524 K and ac = 0.36 for M71. Different chem-
ical end groups cause the different relative importance of
the collective elastic distortion and give various values of
ac. Overall, the ENCLE calculations agree quantitatively
well with experimental data.

Under high compression effects, motion of particles has
more constraint and the relaxation process is significantly
slowed down. From the previous section, we know that
the barrier height FB and jump distance ∆r = rB − rL
are increased with a pressure rise. Thus, the collective
barrier Fe ∼ K0∆r4 also grows. For simplification, we
assume that the correlation between local and collective
molecular dynamics in substances does not change when
applying pressure. In addition, the thermal expansion
coefficient β and the characteristic temperature T0 are
supposed to remain unchanged with pressure. The as-
sumption allows us to calculate the pressure dependence
of structural relaxation time. Since pressure entering to
the dynamic free energy in Eq. (5) is in unit of kBT/d

3,
our numerical results can be compared to experimental
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 M71
 M71 ECNLE
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 M67 ECNLE

FIG. 4: (Color online) Temperature dependence of structural
relaxation time of M67, M68, and M71 under ambient pres-
sure (P ≈ 0). Open points are experimental data and solid
curves correspond to our ECNLE calculations.

data without introducing additional parameters by the
pressure normalization.

 M71
 M71 ECNLE
 M68
 M68 ECNLE
 M67
 M67 ECNLE

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
-4

-3

-2

-1

0

lo
g 1

0

(s

)

P/P
g

FIG. 5: (Color online) Logarithm of structural relaxation time
of M67 at 347 K, M68 at 338 K, and M71 at 338 K versus
pressure normalized by Pg, which is defined by τα(Pg) = 1s.
Open points are experimental data and solid curves corre-
spond to our ECNLE calculations.

Theoretical calculations and experimental data for
log10 τα versus normalized pressure of our three materials
in an isothermal condition are contrasted in Fig. 5. At a
fixed temperature, we use Eq. (12) to map from temper-
ature to a packing fraction of the effective hard-sphere
fluid in ECNLE calculations. Then, the pressure depen-
dence of physical quantities for local dynamics and the
alpha relaxation time are calculated using Eq. (5) when

varying pressure. We define the glass transition pressure
Pg at τα(Pg) = 1s to normalize pressure. One observes a
quantitatively good accordance between theory and ex-
periment shown in Fig. 5. This agreement suggests that
our simple assumption of ignoring effects of chemical and
biological structures seems plausible. We do not need
to consider steric repulsion between molecules since the
hard-sphere models are still applicable during compres-
sion. However, this simplicity may cause deviation be-
tween theory and experiment. Numerical results in Fig.5
also reveal that our extended ECNLE theory is a predic-
tive approach to investigate effects of pressure when only
knowing parameters T0 and ac from molecular mobility
at ambient conditions.

 M71
 M71 ECNLE
 M68
 M68 ECNLE
 M67
 M67 ECNLE

0 10 20 30 40 50
-4

-3

-2

-1

0

lo
g 1

0

(s

)

pressure (MPa)

d
M71

 = 0.575 nm

d
M68

 = 0.567 nm

d
M67

 = 0.434 nm

FIG. 6: (Color online) Logarithm of structural relaxation time
of M67 at 347 K, M68 at 338 K, and M71 at 338 K versus
pressure in unit of MPa. Open points are experimental data
and solid curves correspond to our ECNLE calculations.

To compare with experiment in real unit of pressure
(MPa), we establish an equality between the theoreti-
cal and experiment Pg to calculate the particle diameter.
Results are d = 0.434 nm for M67, d = 0.567 nm for
M68, and d = 0.575 nm for M71, respectively. Experi-
mental data and theoretical calculations for the pressure
dependence of τα of our three pure amorphous materials
in isothermal processes are shown in Figure 6. One can
see better quantitative consistency between theory and
experiment than in Fig. 5 since d is fixed and calculated
at P = Pg. At high-pressure regime, molecules are in-
compressible while at low pressures (and/or ambient con-
dition), molecules are internally relaxed and their volume
becomes relatively larger. The curves of ECNLE calcula-
tions are slightly above those of experimental data. The
theory-experiment deviation becomes more important at
low compression.

Obviously, there is no universal way to determine d.
If the diameter d is calculated at a low pressure regime,
the behavior is reversed and theoretical predictions de-
viate from experiment at high pressures. These results
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clearly indicate that the external pressure not only re-
duces the free volume, but also change the molecular size.
All factors change the packing fraction Φ. In Fig. 7a, we
show the temperature or density dependence of τα for
a representative material (M71) under various pressure
conditions. Increasing the packing fraction Φ and com-
pression slows down the molecular dynamics in the same
manner. The shrinking-down process of molecules under
large compression can be quantified by tuning the value
of d to obtain the best quantitative fit between theoreti-
cal and experimental log10 τα(P ).
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FIG. 7: (Color online) (a) Logarithm of structural relaxation
time of M71 at different external pressures. A horizontal blue
dashed line indicates a vitrification time scale criterion of 1 s.
(b) The pressure dependence of the glass transition tempera-
ture of M71. The inset shows the theoretical fragility plotted
versus external pressures in unit of kBT/d

3.

Based on theoretical calculations in Fig. 7a, one can
determine Tg(P ) defined as τα(Tg) = 1 s and the dynamic

fragility of M71

m =
∂ log10(τα)

∂(Tg/T )

∣∣∣∣
T=Tg

. (18)

Numerical results are shown in Fig. 7b. Generically,
both Tg and m increase with compression. It means this
glass former becomes more fragile at elevated pressure.
In the ECNLE theory, the higher fragility corresponds to
more collective elasticity or greater effects of collective
motions on the glass transition [7, 9]. This finding is
consistent with prior simulations [24, 25] and experiments
[26, 27]. We can explain this behavior using a nontrivial
correlation among the cooling rate (h), glass transition
temperature, and dynamic fragility [9]

hτα(Tg) =
Tg

m ln(10)
. (19)

Since hτα(Tg) is a constant, m monotonically vary with
Tg. Consequently, at a fixed temperature, the pressure-
induced slowing down of the relaxation time shifts Tg to-
wards a larger value and causes an increase of m. We em-
phasize that this analysis can be changed if glass-forming
liquids have strong electrostatic interactions and chemi-
cal/biological complexities.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed the ECNLE theory of bulk relax-
ation to capture the pressure effects on the glass tran-
sition of glass-forming liquids. Amorphous materials are
described as a hard sphere fluid. Under compression con-
dition, a mechanical work done by the pressure acting on
a tagged particle modifies its the dynamic free energy.
The free energy profile provides the pressure dependence
of key physical quantities of the local dynamics by only
considering nearest-neighbor interactions. The localiza-
tion length is slightly reduced with increasing pressure,
while the barrier position and local-barrier height grows.
These variations in the ultra-local limit (high densities or
low temperatures) have been analytically analyzed. Our
calculations indicate that further restrictions apply to the
local dynamics. It leads to a significantly slowing-down
of molecular mobility when applying pressure. The va-
lidity of our theoretical approach has been supported by
dielectric spectroscopy experiments. We measured the
dielectric loss spectra of three different materials to de-
termine the alpha structural relaxation time at ambient
and elevated pressures over a wide range of temperature.
Our theoretical temperature and pressure dependence of
the structural relaxation time quantitatively agree with
experimental data.
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